
KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA NO.2 UPPAL 

SUMMER VACATION HOMEWORK 

CLASS : XII 

Holiday Homework Schedule 

DAY SUBJECT 

MONDAY ENGLISH 

TUESDAY MATHEMATICS 

WEDNESDAY PHYSICS 

THURSDAY CHEMISTRY 

FRIDAY BIOLOGY/COMPUTER SCIENCE 

 

SUBJECT: ENGLISH 

Note: Holiday Homework must be done in a 100 pages long note book.  

Parents are requested to monitor their wards to strictly adhere to the date-wise schedule given and 

put their signature at the end of the work on the scheduled date to encourage the child to maintain 

the regularity. 

04-05-2020(MONDAY): 
 
1. M Hamel ‘The Last Lesson’ says to the people of Alsace about the necessity of their mother 
tongue- French: “ …. We must guard it among us and never forget it because when a people are 
enslaved, as long as they hold fast to their language it is as if they had the key to their prison”.  
‘Mother tongue is the language of one’s thoughts, ideas and a medium to safeguard ones culture. 

Rejecting one’s mother tongue is denying one’s own culture and identity.’ Do you think so? Write 

your reflections on the above statement in the form of a speech to be delivered during morning 

assembly in connection with “International Mother Languages Day”, encouraging your friends to 

the need for learning and protecting their mother tongue. After writing the script for speech read 

aloud and record on voice recorder of your mobile phone. 

11-05-2020(MONDAY): 
 
2. Procrastination is a common human tendency. As long as the people enjoy certain privileges they 

do not understand the importance of those privileges. The same is the case with Little Franz, 

Student, M. Hamel, the teacher and villagers negligent attitudes towards learning and teaching in 

French their mother language.  Write a letter to your brother studying advising / counseling him to 

shun the habit of procrastination and to be planned, punctual in preparing for exams regularly. 

18-05-2020(MONDAY): 
 



3. Write a paragraph of about 150 words arguing for or against having “to study three languages at 

school” (implantation of three language formula at school). 

25-05-2020(MONDAY): 
4. Do the worksheet on ’The Third Level’ with 30 MCQs and tell your score and write the same in 

your Holiday Home Work Notebook. 

 
01-06-2020(MONDAY): 
5. ‘Lost Spring’, is a sad commentary on the political system of our country that condemns 
thousands of people to a life of abject poverty. Comment.  
Value points:  

Saheb, optimistic and enthusiastic—prospect of finding gold in garbage—likes going to school but 

no opportunity—freedom and joy of childhood to burdens of job at tea-stall. 

Mukesh, born at Firozabad (bangle maker)—works under inhuman condition—dark room, hot 

furnaces—caught in web of poverty—vicious circle of sahukars, policemen, politicians, bureaucrats 

and moneylenders—resigned to fate—unaware of child labour act—stifled initiation and hope—

lose eyesight before becoming adults. 

08-06-2020(MONDAY): 
6. What could be some of the reasons for migration of people from villages to cities, from state to 

state? Draw a parallel between the instances from the lesson ‘the last spring’ and the plight of 

migrant laborers and their children in the wake of Corona epidemic and consequent lock-down. 

Suggest what is the role of government, civil society and individuals to help them to tide over (to 

overcome) the crisis. 

15-06-2020(MONDAY): 
7. Write a poem paying a tribute to your mother/father for her/his self-less service, sacrificing 

nature in 15-20 lines. (3 or 4 stanzas). 

SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS 

05/05/2020 
1.Project on history of Mathematicians: It may include history of Indian mathematicians such as 
Aryabhata, Brahmgupta, Varahamihir, Sridhara,Bhaskaracharya, Ramanujan etc., 
 
12/05/2020 
2.Project on history of foreign mathematicians such as Cantor, Pythagoras, Thales, Euclid, 
Appollonius, Descartes, Fermat,Leibnitz, Euler, Fibonac, Gauss, Newton, etc. 
 
19/05/2020 
3. Using elementary transformations, find the inverse of the following matrices: 

(i)  [
  
  

] (ii) [
    
   
   

]. 

26/05/2020 



4. Using elementary transformations, find the inverse of the following matrices: 

(i) [
  
  

] (ii) [
   
   
   

] 

02/06/2020 

5. Using the properties of determinants, prove the following: 

(i) |
             

            
            

| =           . 

(ii) |

          

          

          
|               

09/06/2020 

6. If a,b and c are real numbers and   |
         
         
         

|   . Show that either a+b+c=0 or 

a=b=c. 

7. If       are all positive and distinct, show that the determinant     |
   
   
   

| has a negative 

value. 

8. If A is an invertible matrix of order 3 and| | = 5, then find |    |. 

16/06/2020 

9. If A = [
    
    
    

], find A– 1. Using A– 1, solve the following system of equations: 

2x – 3y + 5z = 16, 3x + 2y – 4z = –4 & x + y – 2z = –3. 

10. Use the product [
    
    
    

]  [
    
    
    

] to solve the following system of equations:   x – y 

+ 2z = 1, 2y – 3z = 1 & 3x – 2y + 4z = 2. 

11. Using Matrices solve .
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SUBJECT: CHEMISTRY 

7-5-20 

Complete the questions of the chapter –THE SOLID STATE in class work copies and complete the 
exercise Questions in Home Work copies. Prepare the Chapter for test. 
 
Write  FIFTEEN Questions of previous Board Papers in  c w copies ( 1mark  -5, 2 marks -5 ,3 marks- 

5) 

 

14-5-20 



Complete the Questions of the chapter –SOLUTIONS in class work copies 

Complete the exercise Questions of the same chapter in home work copies 

Prepare the Chapter for test 

 

21-5-20 

Write twenty Questions of Solutions Chapter, of the previous Board Papers in c w copies ( 1mark  -

5, 2 marks -5 ,3 marks-5, five marks -5) 

 

28-5-20 

Complete the in- text Questions of the chapter –CHEMICAL KINETICS in class work copies  

And complete the exercise Questions in home work copies 

 Prepare the Chapter for test 

 

4-6-20 

Write twenty Questions of Chapter Chemical Kinetics of the previous Board Papers in c w copies ( 

1mark  -5, 2 marks -5 ,3 marks- 5,  numericals of 3 marks-5) 

Prepare the Chapter CHEMICAL KINETICS for class test 

 

11-6-20 

Write twenty Questions of Solutions Chapter -Chemical Kinetics, of the previous Board Papers in c 

w copies ( 1mark  -5, 2 marks -5 ,3 marks-5, five marks -5) 

 

18 -6-20 

Complete the in- text Questions of the chapter –SURFACE CHEMISTRY in cw copies and complete 

the exercise Questions in HW copies. Prepare the Chapter for test 

Write FIFTEEN Questions of previous Board Papers in  c w copies ( 1mark  -5, 2 marks -5  , 3 marks- 

5) 

 
SUBJECT: BIOLOGY 

WEEK - 1 

Learn and write the important points of chapter1 (Reproduction in organisms) in class work copy 

and exercise questions in home work note book. 

WEEK - 2 

Learn and write the important points of chapter 2 (Sexual reproduction in flowering plants) in class 

work note book and exercise questions in home work note book. 

WEEK - 3 

Learn and write the important points of chapter 3 (Human reproduction) in class work note book 

and exercise questions in home work note book. 

WEEK - 4 



Learn and write the important points of chapter 4 (Reproductive Health) in class work note book 

and exercise questions in home work note book. 

WEEK - 5 

Learn and write the important points of chapter 13 (Organisms and populations) in class work note 

book and exercise questions in home work note book. 

WEEK - 6 

Learn and write the important points of chapter 13 (Organisms and populations) in class work note 

book and exercise questions in home work note book. 

WEEK - 7 

Completing the pending work if any and preparing for class test after reopening in Unit-

Reproduction. 

 
SUBJECT: COMPUTER SCIENCE 

WEEK - 1 

Which of the following is valid arithmetic operator in Python: 

(i) **          (ii) &&           (iii) >          (iv) and 

Write the type of tokens from the following: 

(i) for (ii) ename 

Name the Python Library modules which need to be imported to invoke the 

following functions: 

(i) date() (ii) sqrt() 

Explain jump, break and continue statements with examples 

Which is the correct form of declaration of dictionary? 

(i) Month={1:’ January’,2:’February’,3:’March’} 

(ii) Month =(1;’January’,2;’February’,3;’March’) 

(iii) Month =[1:’January’,2:’February’,3:’March’] 

(iv) Month ={1’January’,2’February’,3’March’] 

Identify the valid declaration of t: 



t = (1, 23, ‘hi’, 6). 

(i) list (ii) dictionary (iii) array (iv) tuple 

Find output: 

If the List is : SList=[‘P’, ‘y’, ‘t’, ‘h’, ‘o’, ‘n’, ‘  ’, ‘L’, ‘i’, ‘s’, ‘t’, ‘  ’, ‘S’, ‘l’, ‘i’, ‘c’, ‘e’, ‘.’] 

1) SList[5:17] 2) SList[3:12:2]  
Find output: 

     Moves=[11, 22, 33, 44] 

     Queen=Moves 

     Moves[2]+=22 

     L=Len(Moves) 

     for i in range (L): 

          print “Now@”, Queen[L-i-1], “#”, Moves [i] 

WEEK - 2 

Initialize the following values in a nested list (matrix). Now find the sum of each row. 

[[3,2,1],[4,5,6],[9,8,7]] 

Rewrite the following code using for loop 

i=100 

while i>0: 

    i=i-1 

   if i == 20: 

       break 

WEEK - 3 

1 Give output: 

(0,3)<(5,3) 

6 What is the output of print list[0]  

if list = [ 'abcd', 786 , 2.23, 'john', 70.2 ]? 

 

2 Give output: 

N=10 

7 Rectify: 

 



while N>0: 

     print(N) 

     N=N-1 

     If N==5: 

         break  

it={“Name”:”Arpan”,”Subject”,CS_083} 

print(it:clear[]) 

#output should be None 

3 Give output: 

for D in [4,6,5,7,6]: 

    print(D) 

8 Rectify: 

num=[1,7,3] 

print(num[-0]) 

 

#output should be 3 

4 Give output: 

for x in range(0,3): 

     print(“x”) 

9 Give output: 

X=[5,7] 

Y=[55,77] 

Z=X+Y 

print(Z) 

5 Give output: 

A=3 

B=3 

C=A==B 

print(C) 

10 Give output: 

i,t,s=1,0,0 

while i<=10: 

      s=s+i 

      i=i+1 

print(t+s) 

 

WEEK - 4 

1. What will be the output of the following expression: (5<10) and (10<5) or (3<18) and not 

8<18  

2. Predict the output of the following:       



 x='apple,pear,peach,grape' 

y=x.split(',') 

for z in y: 

    if z<'m': 

        print(str.lower(z)) 

    else: 

        print(str.upper(z)) 

3. Predict the output of the following:        

  L1 =[1, 1.33, 'GFG', 0, 'NO', None, 'G', True]  

val1, val2 =0, ''  

forx inL1:  

    if(type(x) ==intortype(x) ==float):  

        val1 +=x  

    elif(type(x) ==str):  

        val2 +=x  

    else:  

        break 

print(val1, val2)  

WEEK - 5 

1. Differentiate between HAVING and WHERE clause. 

2. Which clause is used to delete data but not the table definition? 

3. Write output of the following queries on the given table “Hotel”. 

i)  SELECT * FROM HOTEL ORDER BY SALARY DESC; 

ii) SELECT CATEGORY, AVG(SALARY) FROM HOTEL GROUP BY CATEGORY; 

 

EMPID CATEGORY SALARY 



E101 Manager 60000 
E102 Executive 65000 
E103 Clerk 40000 
E104 Manager 62000 
E105 Executive 50000 
E106 Clerk 35000 
  

WEEK 6 

1. While working with MySQL Rajesh is having following doubts. Can you help him with 

clarification?  

  (i) What is relationship between database and table? 

  (ii) How are primary key and foreign key related to each other? 

2. Consider the tables given below and answer the questions that follow : 

Table : Event 

EventId EventName Date Organizer 
101 Wedding 26/10/2019 1004 
102 Birthday Bash 05/11/2019 1002 
103 Engagement 13/11/2019 1004 
104 Wedding 01/12/2019 1003 
105 Farewell 25/11/2019 1001 
  

Table : Organizer 

OrganizerId Name Phone 
1001 Peter 9745684122 
1002 Henry 9468731216 
1003 Smith 9357861542 
1004 Fred 9168734567 

 

i) What will be the cardinality of Cartesian Product of the above two tables? 

ii) Write SQL query to display Event and its date in chronological order. 

iii) Write SQL Query to change the Phone number to 9229229229 for the organizer ‘Fred’. 

iv) Write a query to display Event name and Phone for all the events organized by Fred before 

01/11/2019 


